IBA Agile Transformation Solutions

Improving Project Success Rates & Increasing Business Value Through Agile

IBA’s agile experts are technology partners with our clients. We offer decades
of experience training teams in agile development practices for government
organizations and departments.
IBA is dedicated to helping our clients enable better and faster
business decisions through the effective adoption of agile practices and
techniques. Our experts can help drive agility within your organization,
helping your teams accelerate time to market, improve quality and
productivity, reduce risk, and align business and development objectives.

Why Choose IBA?
We know there isn’t a one-size-fits-all approach to Agile transformation and every client has unique needs. IBA’s knowledgeable professionals will
work with your team to assist and guide your organization’s Agile journey
by crafting a strategy that is right for your environment, project goals,
and business objectives.

IBA CAN HELP YOUR
ORGANIZATION:
ZZ
Build on customer feedback
ZZ
Reduce project delivery risk
ZZ
Enable enterprise-wide
transformation with innovative
solutions to problems
FEATURES
ZZ
Leadership and Team
Transformation
ZZ
Agility Health Assessments

What We Offer
Agile Leadership

We provide forward-thinking leadership to drive a culture of agility
within your organization. IBA places an emphasis on developing people,
teaching others to become agents of change within the organization, and
grooming leaders to drive productive teams.
Lean Product Discovery

We cultivate innovative thinking and an entrepreneurial approach within
your organization by introducing Agile tools, processes, and technology
to drive early business realization, increase productivity, and deliver
product functionality faster.
Agile Governance, Reporting, and Metrics

Our experience with Agile lifecycle management (ALM) tools, such as
Jira, allows us to establish different types of testing practices, progress
reporting procedures, and metric measurement techniques within

ZZ
Agile Tool Identification and
Integration
ZZ
Targeted Coaching and Workshops
ZZ
DevOPS
ZZ
Sprint Ceremony Planning and
Execution
ZZ
Agile Framework Modeling
ZZ
Roadmap and Release Planning
ZZ
Continuous Integration/Automated
Testing and Deployment

BENEFITS
ZZ
Clear assessment of current Agile
project or program efforts
ZZ
A smooth transition to an Agile way
of working in manageable steps
ZZ
Constant feedback to manage
change effectively
ZZ
Improved collaboration and delivery
success rates
ZZ
Early business realization and
prioritization, leading to highest
value in early stages
ZZ
Reduced project delivery risk
ZZ
Coaching at all levels, from
developers to senior management
and stakeholders

your organization. We collect structured data on team and program
performance, and aggregate this information into a dashboard format.
Enterprise Agile Transformation

We have a proven record of transformation success, helping
organizations embrace the four principles of agile institutional excellence
– simplification, standardization, centralization and automation. We
deliver a model with predictable outcomes and drive transformation that
lasts.
Certified Agile Training

Our service offerings for DoD, DHA, DHS customers include:
ZZ
Agile Transformation Support
ZZ
Systems Engineering
ZZ
Cloud & Mobile Solutions
ZZ
DevOps & Continuous Integration/Delivery
ZZ
IT Infrastructure, Operations & ITIL Services
ZZ
Program Management & Execution Support
ZZ
Portfolio & Financial Management
ZZ
Health IT Transformation Support

ABOUT IBA

ZZ
Telemedicine & Advanced Technology Research Support

IBA is a woman-owned service
provider specializing in program
management, Agile development,
DevOps, enterprise IT services,
and mobile apps solutions to
federal clients. With over 36 years
of proven experience, IBA balances
the consistency and delivery of a
large firm with the flexibility and
affordability of a small business.

Agile Project Based Coaching

CONTRACT VEHICLES
ZZ
GSA PSS (GS-00F-099CA)
ZZ
GSA MOBIS (GS-10F-0037K)
ZZ
GSA IT (GS-35F-0100J)
ZZ
DHA TEAMS (W81XWH-08-D-0032)
ZZ
USAMRAA (W81XWH-11-A-0024)

We provide a holistic approach to Agile transformation that considers
your people, your processes, and your products. Our team helps instill
Agile practices across programs, build Agile competency among team
members in all roles, and improve Agile engineering tools, skills and
methods.
ZZ
Agile Process Coaching
ZZ
Agile Engineering Coaching
ZZ
Agile Methodology and Tool Support

Scaling Agile Services

Our customized approach is based on your organization’s strengths and
current agility. We work with your teams to assess, align and accelerate
the scaling of your enterprise using Scaled Agile Framework (SAFe).
Agile Assessment

For more information, please visit

Our proprietary Agility Health Assessment process identifies gaps,
develops targeted growth plans, and measures results in the following
areas: Product Owner, Technical, Software, Quality, Team, Sprint, and
Release.

www.ibacorp.us

Agile Tool Implementation

ZZ
AO US COURTS (USCA15B0009)

We implement tools to build on Agile methodologies and the application
lifecycle—so you can extend agility beyond your development teams to
the enterprise itself.
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